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 INEQUALITIES ABOUT SYMMETRIC COMPACT CONVEX SETS
 IN THE PLANE

 MARC ROGALSKI

 Universite de Lille 1, U.E.R. de Math6matiques Pures et Appliqu6es, 59655- Villeneuve D'Ascq Cedex, France

 JEAN SAINT RAYMOND

 Universite Pierre et Marie Curie, Place Jussieu, 75005-Paris, France

 Dedicated to Professor G. Choquet on the occasion of his seventieth birthday

 Let ' be a symmetric compact convex set in the euclidean plane, D its diameter, L its
 perimeter, I its area. The circle r of radius D/2, with the same center as X, surrounds 6 and
 touches it at antipodal points A and B (see Fig. 1). Hence, it is obvious that 2 < TrD2/4 and
 2 D 6 L 6 rD. Are there other inequalities among these three numbers? Yes, of course, and many
 of them were found many years ago. They correspond generally to figures solving an extremal
 problem; for instance, if . and D are given, what is the maximum of L? (Favard, 1929, [2]). Or,
 if E is given, what is the minimum of L? (the isoperimetric inequality: L2 > 4 TY, proved by
 Weierstrass).

 About a new inequality [5], we shall compare old and new methods, geometric and analytic
 points of view, and give elementary partial solutions, useful for teaching aims, or more sophisti-
 cated ones.

 A

 FIG. 1 FIG. 2

 An elementary but useful remark is that, if we know the diameter D of X, then 6 is defined by
 a concave continuous function f on the interval [0, D], satisfying the inequality f(x)

 6 x( D - X) (see Fig. 2). In such a situation, we denote by I the length of the graph of f, and
 by S its area, defined by S = frDff(x) dx; obviously L = 21 and . = 2S. With this point of view,
 geometric problems on figures become analytic problems on functions.

 Marc Rogaiski: I was born in Paris, France, in 1940. I received my "These d'Etat" in 1972 from the University of
 Paris 6, under the supervision of Professor G. Choquet, for works in compact convex sets theory and ordered
 Banach spaces. I have taught first at the University of Orsay in 1972, then at the University of Limoges during a
 year, and now at the University of Lille. My interest in mathematics is at present in geometry of Banach spaces. My
 chief extramathematical interests are in syndicalism, politics, and yachting.

 J. Saint Raymond was born in 1946. He studied mathematics at the Ecole Normale Superieure from 1965 to
 1969, and obtained his "These d'Etat" in 1977 under the direction of G. Choquet. Since 1980 he is professor at the
 University of Paris 6. He works especially on descriptive theory of sets and functional analysis. Beside mathematics,
 he likes playing music.
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 INEQUALITIES ABOUT SYMMETRIC COMPACT CONVEX SETS IN THE PLANE 467

 The literature about convex sets is very extensive. We refer the reader specially to [1] and [3],
 and to their bibliography.

 1. Old inequalities. We start with two inequalities which are useful as a guide toward our
 problem.

 (a) Favard's first inequality (1929, [2]).

 By solving geometrically the problem to determine the convex sets (not necessarily symmetric)
 of maximal perimeter L for I and D given, Favard proved the following inequality:

 (1) LD - 2 2 < 2D2.

 (b) Favard's second inequality (1929).

 In the same paper, he proved for a concave continuous function on [0, D], null at 0 and D, the
 following inequality

 (2) ID-2S < VD4 + 4S2

 (in the case where D is the diameter of the symmetric convex set ' defined by f, i.e., f(x)

 < Vx( D - x) , inequality (1) implies inequality (2)). Because the maximum of f on [0, D] is less
 than 1/2, it is obvious that

 (3) 0 < ID - 2S.

 Favard determines the function f that maximizes 1 for given S. His proof is geometric in
 nature, and easy analytic arguments are omitted. Later we shall give a modern complete proof of
 Favard's inequalities, in the symmetric case.

 2. A new problem. Inequality (1) is equivalent to

 (4) > D(L_D-

 and from (2) and (3) we derive

 > DL ( D L D
 which is less good.

 This suggests a question. Obviously, if 6 is a segment, L/2 = D and I = 0. In the other case,

 L -D > 0 and . > 0, and it is reasonable to think that there exists a constant C > 0 such that

 (5) 2 > C _ D)

 (the square is for homogeneity). This question was put to us by A. Pajor, and its positive answer is
 a particular case of a conjecture about mixed volumes and means of volumes in any dimension.

 Actually the answer is yes. From inequality (4), we could obtain (5) if C( - D) < D, or C l for x = DL; but the function x x is increasingon [0,? [ and I >- >-. I -xL 1-x'' L n 2 12 21

 hence,on [ ' 2

 x 1

 X >1 (

 and the inequality (5) is true for the value C1 of C given by
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 468 MARC ROGALSKI AND JEAN SAINT RAYMOND [August-September

 _2

 (6) C1 - 1.7519 ....

 But the proof of inequality (4) that is given in [2] is not elementary. Hence we shall give first an
 elementary proof of the existence of C. Then, our problem will be to find the greatest constant C that
 satisfies inequality (5). We shall study these problems only in the case of symmetric convex sets.

 REMARK 1. The quantity 2 is not bounded from above, even for polygons which are
 (L )2

 - _ D~~~~~~~~
 inscribed in the circle of diameter D: for a rectangle of diagonal D and side a, -

 ( 2 a

 when a -O 0.

 3. An elementary proof of the existence of the constant C

 PROPOSITION 1. For a symmetric convex compact set X,

 L 2 ~~~~~~~~sin 0
 > C2( --D) whereC2= Inf 1.436.

 2 0<OSf/2 2(0 - 1 + cos 0)2

 (Il-D) 2
 Proof. (a) We want to prove the inequality S > C2 2 , for f concave and continuous on

 D
 [0, D], satisfying f(x) < x - x) . Let m = - sin0 be the maximum of f. We have

 2

 Dm D2
 S > 2 = - sin0,

 2 4

 and

 1 D2(- 2+ DcosO) =D(0+cos0)(seeFig.3);

 2 i'

 0 D/2 D

 FIG. 3

 hence

 ( -D)2 < D2 ( -1 + COSs0)2.
 2 2

 We shall have S > ( a ) if
 2

 sinG> C-( 0 - 1 +co).
 4 ~~2
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 1985] INEQUALITIES ABOUT SYMMETRIC COMPACT CONVEX SETS IN THE PLANE 469

 The greatest C compatible with this condition is

 C2 = Inf sin 0
 O<0<w/2 2(0 - 1 + cos0)2

 and this number is strictly positive.

 (b) It is easy to see that C2 > 1: the function

 u(0) = sin0 - 2(0 - 1 + cos 0)2

 satisfies u(O) = 0 and u' > G on ? O ];hence u > 0, and C2 > 1.

 But if we define g by

 g(O) ~~sin 0
 2( 1 o+ S0)2

 h by

 h(0) = 2g'(0) (0 - 1 + cos 0)3

 and ' by

 1(0) = cos2Oh'(0),

 we have "'(0) = cos0(-3x2 - 2x + 3), with x + sin0 c [0,1]; the only root in [0,1] is x =

 (VI70 - 1)/3. Hence, it is elementary to deduce that g is decreasing from infinity to a minimum

 on ]O, 00], and increasing on [90, 2 j, and that 00 is in the interval [0.935,0.937]; as the function

 0 '- 0 - 1 + cos 0 is nondecreasing and nonnegative, it is easy to find that C2 > 1.436.
 Of course, because of its elementary nature, this proof of the existence of C gives a bad value

 for C2, lower than C1.

 4. How to work with polygons? It is often useful to work with polygons rather than with
 arbitrary convex sets. This is possible for two reasons. First, the perimeter of a convex set is
 approached by the perimeter of a polygon whose edges are short chords of the convex set (by
 definition). Second, the area of such a polygon is an approximation to the area of the convex set

 (obvious from the formula 2 fp2(0) dO for the area, in polar coordinates).
 As an illustrative example, this method gives an easy proof of the fact that if 6 c WI, then

 L(QW) < L(W'). The result is obvious if 6 and W' are polygons; otherwise there exist polygons
 P c ' and P' c W'(1 +? ) (we suppose 0 E(6 W), with P' D P, and (1 - -)L(W) < L(P) <

 L(P') < (1 + E)L(f'). From this result, we deduce another which will be useful:

 LEMMA 1. On the set of concave (or convex) continuous functions on [a, b], the function

 f I-f 1(f ), where l(f ) is the length of the graph of f, is 4-lipschitzian for the uniform norm, hence
 continuous.

 If f - - < g S f + -, and ax 6 Inf,f(x) - -, we apply the preceding result to the convex
 delimited by the segment y = a, the lines x = a and x = b, and, respectively, the graph of f -
 g and f + e; we obtain then I (f ) - l(g)} < 4i- (see Fig. 4).

 Thus, if for instance the diameter D of a symmetric convex set is given, any inequality
 depending continuously on I and L is true if it is true for symmetric polygons. As an application
 of this remark, we give a result which will be useful for an analytical proof of the Favard's first
 inequality, and for the determination of the greatest constant C satisfying the inequality (5).

 PROPOSITION 2. Let 4' be the convex set of concave continuous functions f on [0, D] satisfying

 0 S f (x) S. x(D - x), and let p9: d-- R be a function that is continuous (for the uniform norm)
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 470 MARC ROGALSKI AND JEAN SAINT RAYMOND [August-September

 and concave. If p(f ) > a when f is a polygon with its vertices on the circle y = rx( D --x), then
 cp (f ) > a for every f in 4.

 J +

 FIG. 4

 To prove that p (f ) > a for every f in 4', it is sufficient by Lemma 1 to prove this inequality
 when the graph of f is a polygon; for a vertex of such a polygon, we shall talk of "a vertex of f ".
 We shall prove that if f has not got all its vertices on the circle, then there exists a polygon g in 4'
 such that q (g) < p (f ), and such that either g has fewer vertices than f, or has the same vertices
 as f, except for one, and this one is on the circle for g but not for f.

 If a vertex m of f is not on the circle, three figures are possible (if the nearest vertices p and q
 of m are on the circle, only the case (c) is realized). Let f be the function whose graph is a
 polygon with all the vertices of f except m (see Fig. 5). Then there exists a continuous piecewise
 affine function u and to e]0, 1[ such that f = f + tou. For t E [0,1], let gt = f + tu. For a good
 (and clear) choice of u, gt E 4' for every t E [0,1]. Because the function 'J(t) = p(gt) is concave
 and continuous on [0,1], its minimum is attained at 0 or 1. Hence, for g = go or g =gl,
 T (g) < p (g, ) = p(f) and g is the function we wish.

 -4 %

 (a) (b) (c)

 FIG. 5

 By applying this procedure a finite number of times, we find g, which satisfies Tp(g) S ((f)
 and which either is the null function (which has its vertices on the circle!), or a genuine polygon
 with its vertices on the circle; we have Tp(f) > (g) > a, and this proves the proposition.

 COROLLARY 1. (a) Favard 's first inequality for convex symmetric sets is true if and only if it is
 true for symmetric polygons inscribed in the circle of diameter D.

 (b) A constant C satisfies I > L2 - D) for every symmetric convex set if and only if it

 satisfies this inequality for symmetric polygons inscribed in the circle of diameter D.

 It suffices to apply Proposition 2 to the function TP and P2 defined by
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 1985] INEQUALITIES ABOUT SYMMETRIC COMPACT CONVEX SETS IN THE PLANE 471

 9k(f) = S(f) - 2 (1(f) - D) (where S(f) = fDf(x) dx)

 and

 P2(f) = S(f)-C[ (f)2 ];

 indeed, f S(f) is affine, and

 n- 1t D 2 |( K + I K ) 2 1/2 f '->l(f) sup - f(K+D)f(KD)2l

 is convex, hence f I-( 1(f -D is convex positive, and (1f f -D)2 is too.

 COROLLARY 2. (a) Favard 's first inequality for convex symmetric sets is equivalent to the relation

 nn n

 (7) Esin0i- 4 sin 2 - 1 > o, for O > O, ,Aj = 7r.

 (b) The greatest constant C satisfying the inequality E > C( - -D) for symmetric compact

 convex sets is the same as the greatest constant C satisfying

 n n

 (8) Esin z-4C( sin 2 - 1) > 0, for Oj > O, oj = 7r.
 j=i Xi / 1

 This is obvious, because the first members of'(7) and (8) are exactly the quantities 2 m) (f)

 and 82 2 (f ), respectively, for f an inscribed polygon with angles at the center 01, 02, On

 5. An analytic proof of Favard's first inequality. We prove two lemmas in order to establish
 inequality (7).

 LEMMA 2. Define p(x) = 2sinx- sin2x, and, for 0 < a < ST/2, a(x) = p(x) + p(a - x).
 Then, if 0 S x S a, a(x) S p (a).

 It suffices to look at the case where x e[0, 2 . We have a(0) = p(a), and

 ur'(x) = p'(x) -p'(a - x) = 2 cosx - 2 cos(a - x) -[cos 2x - cos 2(a - x)]

 = -4sin -sin( 2 -x)[2cos- cos(- - x) -

 but, if 0 x a 2 I T t en

 2cos cos( - - x) -1 > 2cos22 -1 = cosa > 0.

 Hence a is decreasing on [0,-?j and a(x) S a(O) = P(a).

 LEMMA 3. If a1,..., an are nonnegative and Y21al = 2, then np(as) S P

 We prove inductively that if ai > 0 and E2'ai S< T/2, then E' p(ai) < p(C,'2al). It is clear for
 m = 1, and the step from m - 1 to m is a direct application of Lemma 2.

 Proof of Favard 's first inequality for symmetric convex sets. It is an easy consequence of Lemma
 3, for we have
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 4-72 MARC ROGALSKI AND JEAN SAINT RAYMOND [August-September

 4Z sin-2 - EsinOi = 2EP(-2) < 2P(j = 4)
 1 2

 6. The greatest constant C: first method, by Favard's first inequality

 THEOREM 1 [5]. For every symmetric compact convex set, we have

 (9) E> ( _ -D)

 for the euclidean ball, we have equality.

 This means that 7T/(s - 2)2 is the greatest constant which satisfies inequalities (5) and (8).
 Note that 7T/(S - 2)2 - 2.4106... > C1.

 We shall use a critical but elementary lemma:

 LEMMA 4. Define the function u on [0, T] by sin x = x -x 3 u(x). Then u is (strictly) decreasing
 on [0,7T].

 Its proof is obvious if we remark that, by Taylor's integral formula,

 u(x) = 1 f(1 - t)2costxdt.

 Other elementary proofs of this result exist, of course.

 Proof of Theorem 1. We have to prove it for a symmetric inscribed polygon only.

 Let S0 = TD2/8 and lo = TD/8 (case of the circle), and let

 S _ SO

 (1- D)2 (l -D)

 Then

 A I-D 1 2 { S[(lo - D) -(I- D)21 -(I-2D)2(S0 - s)}; (1 -D )2( 10 -D 2 [1-D l-D l-D

 but, because lo > 1 > D, we have

 A > 1 [2s( lo-1)(1-D)-(I-D)2(S S)I
 >(1 - D )2( 10 -D 22S1- ) -D -(-D

 By Favard's first inequality, 2S > D(l - D); hence

 A > 1 2 [D(10 1)-(So-S)].
 (10-D)

 Inserting the expression for 1 and S in terms of the angles Oi > 0, E`04, = 7T, we have

 A\ > D [4Z (0 ?,- 2si4)2 )-, 1 ,- sin Oj ) ]
 E 0 2[s(nj) - u(0 (0]

 8( 1, - D ) - 1 i [ u(@

 By Lemma 4, u i) > u(0,); hence A > 0, and

 S D SO

 (l-D)2 (lo-D)2
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 1985] INEQUALITIES ABOUT SYMMETRIC COMPACT CONVEX SETS IN THE PLANE 473

 this last number is 97/2(7T - 2)2, and it follows that

 S T (l-D)2
 ('IT-2)2 2

 REMARK 2. For a symmetric polygon, the inequality is strict; this follows from the proof of
 Proposition 2 and Lemma 4.

 7. The greatest constant C: direct proof by variational method. Variational methods are often
 used in the proof of inequalities about convex sets (see [2] for instance). We shall give a variational
 proof of Theorem 1, which does not depend on Favard's first inequality. This is a natural proof,
 but it uses calculus, because the point where an extremum is attained is not completely
 determined.

 We shall prove that if 0 < C < 7T/(s - 2)2, 0 > 0, Enoi = 7T, then the quantity

 *n (102 X ***IXan)= Zsin 0 - 4C( sin2 - D2[ - S ( - D]

 is not negative. This is obvious for n = 1, and for n = 2 it is equivalent to the inequality

 ___ _ 2 sin 0 1 1

 < Inf =-+ Inf
 (T -2)2 O < < T 4 sin0~+ cos- - 2i 2 0 0T 77r/Iin( 0+ 2IT i

 [ 2 2 ] (2 4)

 i.e., S 1 and this is true. Hence, we suppose n > 3.
 (T - 2)2 6 - 4r

 Let

 n

 Kn= (01 9... On) loi > 1 i =7T

 and

 Kn = f{(01-,0 n) E- Knlo9i > ? Vi};

 it is clear that InfK ? 0 (01 = T, Oi = 0 for i > 2). We shall prove the following lemma:

 LEMMA 5. If 'n attains its greatest lower bound on Kn, for n > 3, this lowerbound is strictly
 positive.

 Proof of Theorem 1 from Lemma 5. As Infkn%1 < 0, 'n will attain its minimum on K,1 at a
 point of dKn = Kn \ Kn. Thus this minimum will be the minimum of *,_1 on Kn1. By
 continuing this procedure, we come to the minimum of '2 on K2, which is positive, and I,, > 0,
 for all n.

 Proof of Lemma 5. If Jn attains its greatest lower bound on Kn at (1,... ., On), we have

 d*n = Xd di, i.e., cosO - 4C cos I ( sin'2 - ) = X,

 or

 0. 0. n 01
 2 cos2 2 - 4Cg cos ' - X - 1 = 0 where Z sin - - 1 2 2 (wee. 2

 It follows that there are only two possible values for the 0i, a and f3: K times a and (n - K)
 times P3. We may suppose that we have 0 S a < 7r/n < P < rT. In such a point, we have
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 474 MARC ROGALSKI AND JEAN SAINT RAYMOND [August-September

 = Ksina +(n - K)sinfl - 4C [Ksina2 +(n - K)sin: -11

 R-EMARK 3. If we knew that a = ft = r/n, then we should have *J! > 0 at the point

 (7T/n,.. ., yr/n) for every C < -TI(7T - 2)2 if and only if it were true that
 ' ST

 n sin-
 n > 'U for n > 2.

 4(nsin2T -)- (T 2)2

 This inequality is easy to prove with Lemma 4.

 In any case, by putting t = K/n, 0 S t S 1, Lemma 5 will be true if we show that An >
 7T/(7T - 2)2, where

 A n[tsinac +(1 - t)sinft]
 4[ n (t sina2 +(1 - t)sin) - 1]

 With the function u of Lemma 4, we have

 AT - n[ta3u(a) +(1 - t)#3u(ft)]

 4= 2 -1- (ta3u ) ? (1-t)fA3u(2))j

 But we have

 Ksin- +(n - K)sin - (1 = (- D) > 0,

 and, if we let

 X= n[ta 3u(a) +(1 - t)f3u(f)] = U- Ksina -(n - K)sinft S T,

 then

 2 8

 From Lemma 4, U 2 > u(a) and u > u(f).

 Hence

 STX
 A >

 4-- 1 -4j

 and it is sufficient to prove that this quantity is greater than 7T/(Q7 - 2)2, or

 (*) ~~~~~~X6- < 8 - 2)(4 - f

 The proof of Lemma 5 will be complete after studying two cases.

 1. First case. n-K > 2.

 As fts T - and Iu(x)j I 6 it follows that

 n 3 6+- 6' X fl'3 6 (n-K kn 3K 6
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 1985] INEQUALITIES ABOUT SYMMETRIC COMPACT CONVEX SETS IN THE PLANE 475

 and it suffices to see that

 1 1 48
 2 + 4 S - 2)(4 - ),

 or

 1 48 1

 n2 S 4(q-)4s) 4

 or n >- 1 2.072..., and this is true for n > 3.

 2. Second case. n - K = 1.

 We have then ST = (n - 1) a + P3. Three possibilities exist for 13:

 (a) 2 vSA
 29.

 We have

 X= T-(n - 1)sina - sinf3 = ST- 2

 The relation (*) to check is hence

 8S2 - -2)(4 -) = 8 = 0.646....

 But 8S/D2 > 2 sinfP, and it suffices to have ST - > arcsin 2 or

 2T S , S S-arcsin= 2.81 ...
 2 2

 and this is true, for 8 = 2.79....
 9

 (b) 13 <

 We wish still to have 8S/D2 > 8; but 8S/D2 > (n - 1) sin a, and (n - 1)a > 7T/2; hence

 8S 2 T =1, D2 >(n-1)-

 which is greater than 8 (note that a S 7T/2).

 (c) A>9 9.

 We have

 Tn(a . . ? a P) > sin 4C sin2+ 2' -1),
 which will be strictly positive if

 sin h _ T

 4[cos2 + - 1] ('I - 2)

 'IT

 where/8 = 7T-h, 0 S h - .But

 0 S cos2 + 2 -1 < h 2 2 2'
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 476 MARC ROGALSKI AND JEAN SAINT RAYMOND [August-September

 hence the first number is greater than

 . ST
 sin-'

 9 h 9 = sin T h '

 9 41-

 which will be greater than 7T/(s - 2)2 if

 hA ( < 9 sin,
 IT2 9'

 or

 , > ( 2 - )2 9 sin = 2.735...
 2 9

 and this is true if f > 8,g/9 = 2.79....
 As pointed out in Remark 3, this proof would be much shorter if the following question had a

 positive solution:

 PROBLEM 1. Among the symmetric convex polygons inscribed in the circle, with 2 n sides, is the

 quantity minimum for the regular polygon?

 ( _ D)2

 We will use Theorem 1 to give a partial solution to a problem of Favard about the maximum of
 L when D and E are given.

 8. Favard's problem on maximality of the perimeter of a convex set. In [2], Favard sets the
 problem: if D and E are given, what is the maximum possible for L, and for which convex set is it

 attained? There is no exact general solution, but Favard proved that the maximum, if E < 7TD2/4,
 is attained for a polygon inscribed in the circle of diameter D, which has all its sides equal, except

 for one. But the calculation of L may be difficult.

 As an example, he proves Favard's first inequality, which states that L < 2D + 2D .But this

 inequality is not sharp, for if E = 7rD2/4, it gives only L < (2 + 2 )D, which is without interest,

 for L S 7rD in every case.

 With Theorem 1, we have another inequality:

 (10) L < 2D + 2 v-2/2

 This inequality is sharp for large values of E for the bound is at most rD, with equality for

 D= D2/4. But, in the case where Favard's first inequality is useful, i.e., if E < 2 D2, then it
 2~~~~~~~~~~~

 is better in the range O < E < 2) D2.
 ST

 Hence, we can assert an improved bound for the symmetric case of Favard's problem.

 PROPOSITION 3. For a compact convex symmetric set, we have

 (11) 2D < L < 2D + 2min( E 7 / 2 ).

 9. Favard's maximal triangle lemma and second inequality. Favard's maximal triangle lemma is
 the following:

 THEOREM 2 [2]. Consider the convex curves F contained in triangle ABC, with C > B. Among
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 1985] INEQUALITIES ABOUT SYMMETRIC COMPACT CONVEX SETS IN THE PLANE 477

 those that have endpoints B and C and that delimit with BC a given area, the one that has the

 greatest length is a triangle BAOC, where Ao lies on CA (see Fig. 6).

 r 0,

 B C

 FIG. 6

 Favard uses his lemma, for instance, to prove that if a convex set in the circle of diameter D
 has the greatest perimeter for a given area, then the arcs that bound it inside of this circle are

 necessarily polygonal, because they are locally polygonal: between two nearby support lines, the
 boundary is a triangle (make a figure!).

 Favard's proof was of a geometric nature. We give proof with functional ideas.

 We shall first determine, by functional methods, the extreme points of a convex set of concave
 functions.

 Let Co ([O, a]) be the space of continuous functions on [0, a] null at 0 and a.

 PROPOSITION 4. Let K be the set of concave continuous functions f on [0, a ] satisfying 0 < f (x)

 < Min(px, q(a - x)), where p, q > 0. Let S E]O, So[, where SO = 2 pq, and consider the
 2 p ? q'

 hyperplane Hs of Co([O, a]) defined by Hs = f f I fdt = S}. Then the set Ks = K ( Hs is a
 compact convex set in the topology of uniform convergence and its extreme points are functions of the

 form

 f(x) = Min[ px,q(a - x), ux + v, u'x + v'

 for v > 0, v' > 0, ua + v > 0, u'a + v' > 0.

 Recall that a point fo is extreme in Ks if it is not possible to have fo = (fi + f2)/2 unless
 fo = f1 = f2 (fl , f2 E Ks). We have then eight possible forms for extreme points of Ks: see Fig. 7.

 A>A A
 FIG. 7

 Proof. (a) The set K, is norm closed and bounded and the functions f in Ks are Max(p, q)-
 lipschitzian, hence equicontinuous. By Ascoli's theorem, Ks is a compact convex set.
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 (b) It is almost obvious that the functions Min[px, q(a - x), ux + v, u'x + v'], with the

 prescribed conditions, are extreme in Ks, and we do not give this easy proof.
 (c) Define the mapping T from Ks into the set of positive Radon measures on [0, a] by

 Tf = -f", where f" is the second derivative of f in distribution sense, or equivalently, the

 Stieltjes' measure dfd associated to the nonincreasing function fd, the right derivative of f. The
 measures ,u that are in the range of T must satisfy three conditions, easy to establish:

 1 Jo(a - s)dM(s) < p (i.e.,f'(0) < p and Jgf'(t)dt = 0);

 2. fo s da(s) < q (i.e., f'(a) > -q);

 3 .f s(a - s) dp(s) = S (i.e.,fof(t)dt = S).

 Hence, I I,ui < p + q. Let L be the convex compact set of positive measures on [0, a] satisfying
 ,g I < p + q, with ,u({O}) = ,u({a}) = 0, for the topology of duality with the space Co([O, a]), and
 let be Ep, Eq and Ms the closed half-spaces and hyperplane defined by the conditions 1, 2, and 3.
 Then, the range of T is the set

 Ls = L n Ep n Eqn Ms,

 and T is affine and one-to-one from Ks on Ls. Thus, the set 9'(Ks) of extreme points of Ks is
 exactly the set T-l [(Ls)], where d(Ls) is the set of extreme points of Ls. But we know the set
 of extreme points of L: they are exactly the measures IIp + q Iax, for x C ]0, a [, and the mea-
 sure 0.

 Suppose that we have proved the following lemma:

 LEMMA 6. Let L be a compact convex set in a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space X,
 and E1,.-. , Ek closed half-spaces of X, M1,..., Ml closed hyperplanes of X. Then every extreme
 point of the convex set L = L n E1 n ... nEk n Ml ... n M, is the barycenter of at most
 k + 1 + 1 extreme points of L.

 Then every extreme point f of K is the barycenter of at most four functions fi,... ,f4 such
 that f"i = -Xi Sxi, with Xi > O; thus, the graph of f is a convex polygon with at most four
 vertices. But it is easy to see that if two consecutive vertices are inside the triangle made with the

 lines y = px, y = q(a - x), y = 0, then the function f is not extreme in Ks (see Fig. 8). Thus,
 the only possibilities are those described in the proposition.

 FIG. 8

 Proof of Lemma 6. Let x E ?(L); if x is not a barycenter of at most k + 1 + 1 extreme points
 of L, then x is inside a (k + 1 + 1)-dimensional simplex S included in L. But E n ... n Ek n
 M1 fn ... *n MS then contains a subspace of dimension at least one, whose intersection with L
 contains a segment ] xo, xl [ that includes the point x. Thus, x cannot be extreme in L.

 Proof of Favard's maximal triangle lemma from Proposition 4. If the angle C is greater than
 7T/2, we change the triangle ABC into ABC', with C' < 7T/2 and AB > AC, adding to the area S
 and the length 1 numbers SO and lo; the problem is not changed and it suffices to solve it in the
 new situation (see Fig. 9).
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 A

 Et/
 B g

 0

 C'%Ih

 FIG. 9

 In the new triangle, convex curves are graphs of functions of Ks. Let 1: f I(f) be the
 functional defined by the length of the graph. Then / is a convex continuous function by Lemma
 1. We use now a well-known result:

 LEMMA 7 (Bauer's maximum principle). Any convex upper semicontinuous function / on a
 compact convex set X in a locally convex Hausdorff linear space attains its maximum on an extreme
 point of X.

 The shortest proof comes from [4]:{ x E Xll(x) < Maxxl} is a convex relatively open set,
 hence its complement in X contains an extreme point of X.

 Applying Proposition 4, we see that 1 is maximum on a function of Ks with polygonal graph,
 which has 1, 2 or 3 vertices. It is not possible that there is a vertex inside the triangle. Otherwise, if

 M is such a vertex, the others being F1 and F2, the parallel line to F1 F2 through M intersects BA
 and CA in C1 and C2; one of these points, say C2, is outside the ellipse with foci F1 and F2
 passing through M; hence C2F1 + C2F2 > MF1 + MF2, but the areas of the triangles F1 MF2 and
 F1C2 F2 are the same, a contradiction to the maximality of 1 (see Fig. 10).

 Thus, the function in Ks whose graph has a maximum length is polygonal, with two vertices
 on BA and CA, or is a triangle with its vertex on BA or CA. But an obvious geometrical

 argument, which is in [2], shows the triangle BAOC has maximal length, for if M1A0 is parallel to
 BM2 and B < C, then M1BM2 < AOM2B, and BM1 + M1M2 < BAo + AOM2 (see Fig. 11).

 A

 A

 M C2

 B C B C

 FIG. 10 FIG. 11

 Proof of Favard's second inequality. By density, it suffices to work with concave function f
 satisfying

 f(x) < Min[px,q(D -x)],
 and then let p and q tend to infinity. If we take S fixed, / is less than the maximum, given by
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 Favard's maximal triangle lemma.

 But an elementary calculation gives h = 2S/D (see Fig. 12); hence we have

 l <, h + - + I1 +(

 or

 IDs 2 S i+ - + I ID < 2StH +q2 2S q)

 L

 ? X0 D

 FIG. 12

 If q tends to infinity, we obtain the result:

 ID < 2S + 4S2+ D4.

 10. Conclusion and problems. We recall the first problem already set:

 PROBLEM 1. Is the quantity minimum for the regular symmetric polygons, among

 (L _ D) (2D)
 symmetric inscribed polygons with 2 n sides?

 In connection with Remark 2 we also pose the following problem:

 PROBLEM 2. If, for a symmetric compact convex set, we have the equality

 IT [L D2

 Or-2)2 2

 is this set the euclidean ball?

 Many other fascinating problems exist about plane convex sets. The methods for studying them
 are various: geometrical or analytic, elementary or functional analytic. We hope that the reader
 will be encouraged to look at some of the problems that are set in the many papers cited in [1], [2],
 or [3].
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